
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: HRC0116185

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 3-5 years

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0116185
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Manuel Krebs
Talent Attraction Manager

Supply Chain Expert (f/m/div)*

Job description
You are searching for a new challenge in the dynamic world of the semiconductor 
industry? Then Infineon Technologies is the place to be for you! We are looking for a 
specialist in the area of supply chain who will bring in knowledge and commitment 
excellence to further strengthen the competitiveness of our “Industrial Power Control 
(IPC)” division. Have we sparked your interest? Then apply now!

In your new job you will: 

 of Supply Chain relevant processes for Drive the standardization and automation
the IPC division

Act as IPC representative for global Infineon projects

Foster cross-functional ideation of new digitalization projects

Be  to increase responsible to run improvement and digitalization projects
profitability, productivity and scalability as project manager or project member

Shape  to support IPC requirementsspecifications for IT

 to continuously enhance Collaborate with key users and subject matter experts
processes and tools as well as cross-divisional exchange

Actively   in the context of change interact with multiple stakeholders
management for successful project roll-outs

Develop and facilitate  to foster a learning culturetraining concepts

Profile
You have the passion and the courage to develop new and creative ideas while keeping 
the commercial success of the company in mind. 
Your open-minded personality as well as your clear and convincing communication 
enable you to successfully cooperate with diverse stakeholders on all levels. 
Networking is part of your daily doing and you enjoy sharing your knowledge through 
all channels. You remain aware of the big picture even in complex situations. 
Moreover, you are enthusiastic, self-driven and comfortable with a high degree of 
freedom while showing a creative and solution-oriented mindset paired with diligent 
and reliable execution. 

You are best equipped for the job if you have: 

A degree in Business Administration, Industrial Engineering, Electrical 
 or similarEngineering, IT

 proven work experience in the field of , 3+ years supply chain management
previous experience as a consultant is a plus

Proven ability to  in an lead medium-sized and interdisciplinary project teams

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


Proven ability to  in an lead medium-sized and interdisciplinary project teams
international setting

Experience with  as well as a sound knowledge of business analysis and reporting
Business Intelligence methods and tools, SAP knowhow is a big advantage

, German or the willingness to learn is considered a plusExcellent English skills

Outstanding  skills and the ability communication, presentation and coordination
to abstract complex topics and describe in simple and persuasive manner

We offer competitive salaries and additional benefits based on your performance, 
experience and qualification. The employment is in accordance with the collective 
salary and wage agreement for employees of the electrical and electronics industry, 
employment group G (https://www.feei.at/wp-content/uploads/2022/05/minimum-
salaries-white-collar-workers-2022.pdf). The monthly salary is paid 14 times p.a. We 
offer a higher compensation depending on your expertise and skills.

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

   – Industrial Power Control (IPC) empowers a world of unlimited green energy –

Power semiconductors play a crucial role in increasing efficiency and reducing energy 
losses along the whole energy conversion chain. 
As the global leader in power semiconductors, Infineon  delivers pioneering IPC
products, solutions and services for smart and efficient energy generation, 
transmission, storage, and use. We strive to make this planet a greener place where 
sufficient energy is accessible to everyone – wherever and whenever it is needed. 

 for more information about working at IPC with interesting employee and Click here
management insights and an overview with more #IPCDreamJobs. 

At   you shape the technologies of tomorrow and work in an Infineon in Villach
international environment with more than 4.000 colleagues from over 80 nations. Your 
personal contribution will be valued and appreciated as the cornerstones of our 
success. And all that in beautiful surroundings which guarantee a high quality of life. 

The  is located in the center of Carinthia, Austria’s southernmost province, City of Villach
in close proximity to the Italian and Slovenian border. Living in Austria has many social, 
health-care-related and economic perks. The country’s social and health care system is 
among the best in the world and for decades numerous international surveys have 
singled out Austria as a particularly safe and wealthy country with a high quality of life. 
Villach itself benefits from its status as a “small town”, offering everyday living at 
affordable prices in an outstanding setting. 

 Find out what you like most about Villach and join us:
 https://www.welcome2villach.at/

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.

https://www.infineon.com/cms/en/careers/working-at-infineon/ipcdreamjob/
https://www.welcome2villach.at/
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